
Meet Fröken C! 

Fröken C. is Cecilia Hartman, an emerging Swedish 

clothing and lifestyle designer. The Fröken C. 

collection is designed in Malmö in southern Sweden 

and produced in small scale within the EU. 

Cecilia is a self-taught designer, makeup artist and 

stylist. She’s studied patternmaking in Stockholm, 

and continues to develop both new and classic 

techniques to elevate and inspire creations from 

Fröken C at London College of Fashion and Central 

Saint Martins. 

Who is a Fröken C. girl? 

Don’t let the term “girl” throw you off. A Fröken C. 

girl is an ageless beauty. Youth is a quality not a 

number, after all. She’s got a unique sense of style, 

and you never know what she'll wear next. She's 

kind, loving, impulsive and always follows her heart. 

The Fröken C. girl styles herself according to how she 

happens to feel at the moment. We all pick a cha-

racter every time we put clothes on or take them 

off. We chose to dress up as business women, 

seductresses, party girls, mums, yoga trainers every 

day. 

The Fröken C. Lifestyle and Brand: In Cecilia’s 

own words: 

“SS16 is all about feminine dresses in luxurious French 

viscose in bold prints. There’s not a single dress I 

won’t wear myself next year! 

“When I look at a dress or shirt I see shapes and how 

it's all put together, then I process that in my head 

and transfer the inspiration to whatever I’m working 

on. Then I try to find fabric that works. Usually I get an 

idea in my head that I a long time later pick up and 

change around. Obviously the season matters a lot, 

not only because of the weather, but also colour 

and fit. For spring and summer I long for comfortable 

dresses and every autumn and winter I go for a 

more tailored silhouette. 

“I think that my old fashioned values sets me apart 

from other brands. Quality, not quantity. I think not 

only about how the fabric will look and behave, but 

also how it will feel. I try to use as many natural 

materials as possible, or synthetic materials that 

breathes, like viscose. I like to incorporate organic 

materials, but since the market is so small, especially 

in this country, I prefer to use it only where it adds to 

the garment.” 

www.frkc.se | cecilia@frkc.se | +4640 694 1444 

Torekovsgatan 18A, 214 39 Malmö, Sweden 

facebook.com/frokencecilia 
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